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different. But its establishment was delayed till the
last years of Elizabeth, after Ireland had been swept
with two wars of extermination, and after the religious
division had been made savagely acute. When a seat
of liberal culture was at last established in the Irish
capital, its use was limited to those of the reformed
religion. This cut out at one blow all the old inhabi-
tants of the island; and the great scholar who was
its first glory, Archbishop Ussher, was head of a com-
mission which went through the country, closing
places of education kept by Catholics, They shut
down Alexander Lynches Academy in Galway, which
counted 1,200 pupils, drawn from both the Irish
nations; and the Commissioners' report, announcing
its closure, bore witness to the excellence of answering
which they had found there.
Modern Ireland begins with the eighteenth century,
and through the greater part of that period the school-
master who taught Catholics was a kind of smuggler,
pursuing an illegal commerce. For University train-
ing, as for everything that went to the making of a
gentleman, Catholic Ireland must cross the seas to
the^Continent. The middle nation, by this time almost
entirely Protestant, had tolerable provision in Ireland.
There were numerous schools : one at Kilkenny which
still survives, taught Swift and Congreve. Dublin Uni-
versity existed, and Swift, who passed some of his
unhappy youth there, lampooned it with savagery
later, describing the Irish Parliament as
ft Half a bowshot from the college ;
Half the globe from sense and knowledge."
But it sent out the best men of the middle nation,
Burke and Berkeley and Goldsmith : and perhaps no
more could be said of Oxford, in those days when
Gibbon stigmatised its dull and deep potations,
By the last quarter of the eighteenth century the
wave of Liberalism had reached Ireland, and the Irish
Parliament, when it gained independence, showed a

